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MAMMOTH CAVE TRIP REPORTS
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Dedication of the New Research
Center at Lava Beds
[Remarks delivered by Dr. Janet M. Sowers at the
dedication ceremony for the new Visitor Center and
Research Center buildings at Lava Beds National
Monument, June 12,2004. These remarks immediately
preceded those of the Director of the National Park
Service, Fran Manilla.]
Thank you, Craig [Dorman, Superintendent],
Research is essential to effective resources management. The National Park Service is mandated to
preserve and protect. How can we do that without
really knowing the resources? In 1988 I was hired by
Lava Beds to write a cave management plan. Early in
the process we found we did not know enough about
the caves to make key management decisions.
How many caves were there?
Which ones most needed protecting?
Some caves were said to be losing ice. Do we
know if this is due to climate fluctuations or overvisitation?
Some caves were known to have bat nurseries.
Which caves?
When are the baby bats born?
What months do we need to close the caves to the
public to ensure the bats survive?
From 1988 to the present I have had the privilege
of leading the Cave Research Foundation effort to conduct basic research on the caves at Lava Beds. CRF is
a national organization that has been doing volunteer
research in caves since 1957.
Together with monument staff we have designed
and conducted projects to inventory caves, map them,
document their locations and contents, survey bat
populations, monitor ice levels, figure out why some
caves are getting dusty, document lush ferns that grow
under cave skylights, and more. We recently completed a virtual reality cave tour that will be installed
on a computer at the Visitor Center next month. Come
and preview it at the CRF booth. We have even rescued fifth graders from small cave passages.
Under the field direction of Bill Devereaux, CRF
puts in an average of 1,000 hours a year, almost all of
it as volunteers. This work has been invaluable to
Lava Beds. But, Lava Beds has more than just caves.
DEDICATION - cont. on page 7
COVER PHOTO:

The Big Room, featured on the Lantern Tour ofMammoth Cave. Photo by Peter Bosted, with Rick Toomey
and Elizabeth Winkler firing flashes.
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The Lava Beds Research Center is Open for Business!
By Janet Sowers
President's Day weekend, 2005, we held the first
CRF expedition based out of the new Lava Beds Research Center. The center is set on a knoll near the
headquarters area within Lava Beds National Monument. Built entirely with private donations from CRF
members and friends, and designed pro-bono by Minert Architects of San Jose, CA, it is a place for researchers to stay and work. This weekend, the years of
planning, fund raising, and working with architects
and contractors finally came to fruition.
At about 1,700 square feet, the center accommodated our party of twelve well, with some of us occupying the bedrooms and others sleeping on the floor in
the living room or work room . The kitchen is spacious
and simply laid out. Banks of cabinets line both walls,
and the window over the sink has a view of the sage
covered hillside. The red granite countertops that
David Kuhnel installed are very handsome . Thanks,
David! At the Saturday night potluck there was ample
counter space to layout a scrumptious buffet dinner.
Several of us brought donations of pots, pans, and
serving bowls to leave as permanent equipment. We
made a list of other things to bring next time.
The work room has laminate counters on one side
with built in shelves beneath, and storage closets on
the opposite wall. We plan to install some big work
tables, locking file drawers, and a map cabinet. On
this trip we used the counters for our laptop computers
and to spread out maps and paperwork. John Tinsley
brought a copy machine. We plan to obtain a dedicated
computer so that we can download and plot cave survey data after a day in the field. Instant gratification! A
drafting table/light table is another planned addition.
The living/dining room is large enough for a
meeting, small workshop, or just relaxing. High ceil-

.-
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The Lava Beds Research Center. Photo by Janet
Sowers.

ings and the picture window facing the Tulelake basin
give it an open feel. The monument staff had rounded
up some furniture in the form of three couches, a small
table, and some chairs. The planned addition ofa rug
over the linoleum floor, curtains, and a larger table
will give it a more comfortable feel and dampen
sounds.
We were very pleased with almost every aspect
of the new center. It is comfortable and very functional. The research center is already booked by two
other groups - a cave invertebrate study and a water
quality study. The word is getting around . One simple
benefit we noticed was that when everyone on the expedition is housed in the same facility, communication
and camaraderie were much easier.
On Saturday afternoon, after spending most of the
day underground, we met with David Larson, the
Chief of Resources Management, and discussed the
status of the various cave-related projects,both those
CRF is doing and projects the monument is either doing or planning. Later, three more staff arrived, including Chief of Interpretations Terry Harris, and we
all sat down to a potluck dinner.
We reminisced with Terry, about the night, ten or
so years ago, when he first informed us that our old
field house had been condemned and was slated to be
burned down. That was the night the idea of building
a research center was born. We thought Lava Beds
should have a facility that would serve not only cave
researchers but any researcher whose work would
benefit the monument. Finally that dream has become
a reality!
We wish to thank all those that supported the
project with their time, resources, and good wishes.
Come participate in an expedition and help us realize
the potential of this wonderful new facility!

Lava Beds Project Overview
Below is a list of current CRF projects at Lava Beds:
1. Cave Reconnaissance Inventory - Led by Bill
Devereaux, the purpose of this project is to provide
reconnaissance-level documentation of every cave, no
matter how small. Data include a sketch map and profile of the cave and a checklist of contents and features . Five new caves were recorded this year.
2. Cave Location and Monumenting - Also led
by Bill Devereaux, we accurately document the location of each cave by installing a brass marker at the
cave entrance and locating it with GPS. Each cave or
'feature' that is recorded in the files or database re-
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ceives a LABE number by lava flow and sequential
number. That number is stamped on the marker. The
cave entrance is also photographed. This year five new
markers were installed and 40 entrance photographs
taken .
3. Cave Mapping - Led by Iris Heussler and
Janet Sowers, this year we focused on working off our
backlog of drafting . Contributors of final drafted maps
include Bill Broeckel, Janet Sowers, Iris Heusler, and
John Tinsley. Small caves continue to be discovered at
Lava Beds and will be the target of cave survey this
coming year.
4. Ice Level Monitoring - In eight caves that
contain permanent ice, we monitor the height of the ice
floor. Since 1988 Bill Devereaux and crew have taken
these measurements twice a year. We measure with a
fiberglass tape the distance from a stainless steel screw
mounted in the cave wall to the surface of the water
and to the ice surface in I/ lOOthofa foot. We record
the date, measurements, and a brief remark on quality
of the ice, dead critters, or conditions of the room at
each measuring station.
In a related project, CRF has been documenting
the relatively rapid loss of ice in Merrill Ice Cave.
A Imost all the ice is now gone. The phenomenon was
first documented in 1998 when a large dome-shaped
cavity within the ice breached the surface and revealed

a 15-foot-wide by 7-foot-tall chamber below. Air
blowing upward from the breakdown below continues
to erode the ice
5. Valentine Virtual Cave Tour - Visiting Valentine Cave without having to actually go underground is
the objective of this computer-simulation project of
Bill and Peri Frantz. Completed in June of2004, the
simulation was recently installed at the new Visitor
Center. Visitors are able to manipulate the trackball to
move through the cave, turn around, choose passages,
or zoom in on objects of interest. Meanwhile, a recorded narrative describes aspects of the geology, biology, and history at each station. Depending on feedback from the monument, a virtual tour of an additional cave may be undertaken soon.
6. Cave Resources Inventory - In selected caves
at the request of the monument, CRF conducts a thorough inventory of cave features and resources including habitats, biota, geology, hydrology, cultural resources, and visitor impact. To date we have conducted over 30 such cave inventories, using a ten-page
form that we developed in cooperation with Lava
Beds. Led by Janet Sowers and Bill Devereaux.
Address ofauthor: Janet M. Sowers, 6746 Glen Mawr
A venue. El Cerrito, CA 94530,

C RF Lava Beds members Bill Devereaux, Janet Sowers, Peri Frantz, Bill Frantz, and John Tinsley at the first CRF
expedition at the new Lava Beds Research Center, February, 2005. Photo by Janet Sowers.
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Report of SEKI Operations for Calendar Year 2004
Compiled by John Tinsley, SEKI Operations Manager
Prepared for February 2005 for Submittal to the CRF Annual Report for Calendar Year 2004
The CRF operations at Sequoia and Kings Canyon
National Parks are in transition, but again maintained a
productive record in 2004. We look forward to the
2005 field season as a new chapter is dawning at Lilburn. The following contributions briefly summarize
the principal research activities that we conducted.

I. Cartography by Jed Mosenfelder. Jed Mosenfelder
has succeeded Peter Bosted as the Lilburn Cave Cartographer on site. In order to familiarize himself better
with the cave, he developed a new lead list. In 2004,
1325 feet of survey was tallied, 1111 feet of which is
new passage. This brings the total length of the cave to
20.66 miles. One particularly challenging lead heading
away from the Blue Passage was pushed by Shannon
Mathey, Natalie Uomini, and Nicholas Barth. The
party leader, Joel Despain, was unable to fit past a
previously known constriction, and could only instruct
them from afar in the fine art of cave surveying. An
exciting, muddy but blowing lead heading off the map
remains in this area, but will have to be pushed by
comparably small and gutsy cavers.
Other areas where significant new passage was
explored include the Schreiber Complex, Black Stalactite area, three separate high areas above River Pit
A venue, and the seldom-visited Alto Stream.
2. Sedimentology of Redwood Canyon Karst by John
Tinsley. It was the third consecutive cool and dry winter and spring; the cool weather kept the rate of snowmelt at low levels and thus the amplitudes of peak runoff were low. The sediment samplers in the cave recorded but a 6-inch rise at the Lake Room and no signal at all at White Rapids this past year. Thus, sediment transport throughout the cave evidently was at
minimal levels. The winter of 2004-2005 apparently
constitutes a "mild" El Niiio, according to some prognosticators, so it will be interesting to note in 2005 if
any changes in patterns of sediment accumulation or
dispersal will be occur. We know from studies ofLilbum Cave since 1969 that the so-called "El Niiio" or
southern oscillation makes for unusually wet winters at
our latitude in California. Thus, 1968-1969, 19821983, and 1996-1997 winters are especially significant
from a karstic sedimentological perspective for Lilburn
Cave. It remains to be seen what impacts this winter's
runoff will present.
3. Cave Restoration by Bill Frantz. From 1996-2004,
a narrow 25-foot long passage situated underneath the

Jefferson Memorial (Lilburn Cave's signature speleothem) is now as clean as Bill and his restoration crews
can make it. The next principal target for restoration
will be selected from several candidate sites. The restoration trips are quite popular, especially on the second or third day of expeditions, for the trips tend to be
relatively short, folks are generally lightly laden,
unless schlepping water, and the trips always go to
well-decorated areas.
4. The cave management program at Sequoia and
Kings Canyon National Parks has contracted with cave
biologists for surveys of key park caves, including
Lilburn Cave. The field phases of this contract have
been completed, and a report should be forthcoming in
2005. We look forward to hearing of several new finds
in Lilburn and in other park caves. Speleobiology has
been a somewhat neglected pursuit for several years,
and it is good to see this discipline receiving important
play in the cave management's activities at SEKI.
5. The Mineral King mapping and inventory project coordinated by Roger Mortimer and Jeff Cheraz
got a major boost this year when Joel Despain and
Shane Fryer led a major assault on the Timber Gap
caves. Nineteen joint venturers showed up at various
times during the Labor Day weekend to map the main
level of Empire Mine Cave, to continue to advance the
mapping of Jordan Cave, to map other nearby small
caves, and to conduct ridge walking in an effort to
extend and document our growing knowledge of this
relatively little-visited but impressive karst area.

Administrative Perspectives
A new Supervisory District Ranger for the Kings
River District will be in place during the first quarter
of calendar year 2005. The former District Ranger,
Kinsey Shilling, took a position at Ozark National Scenic Riverways. Scott House will be interacting with
Ranger Shilling for the ONR portions of the Missouri
operations. We will miss Kinsey's helpful and supportive hands at SEKl, and look forward to working
closely with his soon-to-be-named successor.
We are reconstituting the Lilburn Cave project,
with all PIs being required to submit new proposals for
the year 2005 and beyond. We look forward to productive studies of the karst, as we commence a new study
described below .
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New Projects slated for 2005
Dr. Daniel Doctor is a US Geological Survey
Mendenhall Post-Doctoral Fellow and the PI of a
$144,000.00 grant awarded this past summer to the
USGS by the National Park Service. The study will
measure impacts of controlled bums on nutrient loading and sediment yield in the Redwood Canyon karst.
As conditions permit during the next several years, the
NPS is planning to re-introduce fire to Redwood Canyon's ecology after nearly a century of fire suppression
has resulted in extremely high fuel loads. Dr. John
Tinsley will continue his sediment monitoring studies
as a cooperator under the terms of this grant. Sediment
and water sampling devices and data loggers will be
procured and installed above and below the karst in
Redwood Canyon in order to track suspended load and
various chemical parameters, as Doctor seeks to model
the chemical impacts of burning on the karst, and
Tinsley seeks to record the impact of burning on cave
and karst sediment yields. The sampling equipment
will remain with the cave management program following this three year study, enabling the NPS to conduct similar studies in other SEKI karst areas. We are
optimistic that this study will spur a new era of interest
in Redwood Canyon and its karst. As many ofSEKI's
karsts lie in mixed coniferous and deciduous forests at
elevations less than 6000 feet, the results of the Redwood Canyon study should be transferable to other
park areas.

Structural Geology of the Redwood Mountain
Pendant, Sequoia and Kings Canyon National
Parks, California. Principal Investigator: Dr.
Marek Cichanski, De Anza College, Cupertino, CA.
The purpose of this project is to elucidate the
structural history of the metamorphic rocks in the
Redwood Canyon karst area. Like most such metamorphic rocks in the Sierra Nevada, the rocks in and
around Redwood Canyon have undergone extensive
deformation. In studying the structural geology of
these rocks, I plan to map and describe in detail the
types of metamorphic rocks present, and to measure
and describe the geometries of (and relationships
between) the structures that have affected these
rocks.
I will do this in order to determine the various
phases of deformation that have affected the rocks,
and how this deformational history fits into the tectonic history of the Sierra Nevada.
John Tinsley, Ph.D. info:
Operations Manager, CRF-SEKI
Research Geologist, US Geological Survey
Earthquake Hazards Team
345 Middlefield Road MS-977
Menlo Park, CA 94025
650-329-4928 office, -5163 fax

Cleaning of aformation in Lilburn Cave. Before cleaning (left) and after (right) . Photos by John
Tinsley.
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DEDICATION - coot. from page 2
The wildlife, botany, history, and archeology deserve
just as great an effort.
In order to help Lava Beds attract more researchers, CRF raised money to build a research center - a
place for people to live and work while conducting
their research . Finally, after 6 years of planning, fund
raising, and working with the architect, we broke
ground a few weeks ago. The architect, by the way, is
also a caver, Richard Minert, who donated his services
to the project.
We are so excited to be here today to dedicate this
research center along with the visitor center. It is a
dream come true. I would like to thank the one hundred donors to the research center, many of whom are
here today. Would those here please raise your hands?
(Applause)
If you have not had a chance to donate, it is not
too late. Bill will be happy to take your money at the
CRF booth.
Next, I would like to thank the research center
committee - John Tinsley, Bill and Peri Frantz, Christopher Richard, Bruce Rogers, and Pat Helton.

A few special donors we would like to acknowledge by name.
Frances Sowers
Bill and Peri Frantz
Anne Frantz
The Board of Directors ofCRF
Roger McClure
Malia and Bob Gordon
Minert Architects
The Lava Beds Natural History Association
And I would like to thank the Lava Beds staff especially fom1er resources managers Chuck Barat and
Kelly Fuhrmann, and present Superintendent Craig
Dorman, who supported and encouraged us through
this endeavor, and the maintenance staff who performed the grading and site preparation .
Craig, David, and Terry, this research center is a
gift from us to you to further the understanding of all
the resources that make Lava Beds such a special
place.
Thank you very much.

IREGIONAL EXPEDITION REPORTS I
Ozark Trips: May - November 2004
by Mick Sutton
Omitted from the last report:
April 15: Andy Free located a new cave - Trepidation
Cave - in Texas County (MTNF).
April 17: Michael Carter, Jon Beard, Bill Heime, Bob
Taylor and Chris Gertson located two new caves,
Breezeway and Redbud Crawlway (18 ft. long), on the
MTNF Ava District in Christian County.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

CRF crews continued to focus on caves in the
Mark Twain National Forest (MTNF) and Ozark National Scenic Riverways (ONSR), with miscellaneous
additional trips elsewhere. A major landmark was
reached this year with the completion, at about 8.8
miles, ofthe Powder Mill Creek Cave survey.
May 12-13: Scott House George Bilbrey and Len
Butts helped with preliminary work on a gate for Branson Cave (ONSR). A trench was dug at the entrance
for an archeological assessment of the gate site. NPS
was represented by archeologists Jim Price and Renata
Culpepper, and Charley Putnam.
May 15: A large party worked on MTNF cave
records in the Missouri Speleological Survey files ,

focusing on caves in the Rolla! Houston District.
Taking part were Scott House, Michael Carter, Andy
Free, Jon Beard, Len Butts, Matt Goska and Dan
Lamping.
May 16: (report by Michael Carter). The trip to
Pittman Cave (MTNF, Laclede County) was very
productive. Two crews netted over 400 feet of survey. The first party, Spike Crews, Amy Crews, Dan
Lamping, and Andy Free, surveyed the large jointdetermined dome room in the Left Fork, eventually
completing that area, and then started surveying into
a muddy stream passage. The second crew, Matt
Goska, Jon Beard and Michael Carter, mapped about
220 ft. of the Right Fork, stoppingjust before the
passage got complex. The Right Fork is heavily
decorated with flowstone plugs, totem pole stalagmite forests, flowstone canopies, and soda straws.
Almost all of the speleothems are dark brown and
muddy, but they are mostly undamaged .
After the trip, Jon and Michael tried to find the
elusive Little Pittman Cave. After tromping along the
bottom of the hillside, we came across a little spring
branch. We walked up it and found a low bluff with
a small cave entrance. Th is was definitely not the
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cave that Jon remembered, so we had a new cave. Neither of us had a I ight, but it goes at least 10 feet; we
tentatively named it Slough Spring Cave.
On the same day, Mick Sutton, Sue Hagan and
Connor Watkins went to McCormick Cave (MTNF,
Phelps County) for biological and cultural inventory.
McCormick Cave is leased to University Missouri,
Rolla for a seismograph station, and to store surplus
geological specimens. The seismograph has been disused for many years, and the stored specimens now
form a big rotting mess of decaying wooden crates
with tons of random , unlabelled specimens spilling out
of them . Biologically, the cave is fairly diverse, with
numerous cave salamanders, and despite the entrance
being walled off, quite large numbers of pip istre lies . .
Rep ort by Scali House: Meanwhile, Scott House,
Dave Hoffman, Joel Laws and Jody Eberly (MTNF)
went to Onyx Cave (a.k.a. Onyx Mountain Caverns), a
show cave in Phelps County, to do a preliminary biological and cultural inventory . This is being done to
assist the MTNF in deciding whether to make a bid to
purchase the cave. The outer, commercialized, portions of the cave were examined, as was the area up to
and slightly past an old onyx mining shaft. Commercial effort has largely trashed the outer portions of the
cave; the change is very dramatic from what we saw
25 years ago. The commercial portion was somewhat
of a biological desert, but there was a rich assortment
of wildlife, including cave salamanders, around the
artificial shaft.
May 20-2/ : Scott House and Andrea Croskrey did
a training session for new interpreters at Round Spring
Cavern (ONSR). On the same day Dave Ashley
(Missouri Western State College) took a group of students to do a biological assessment of Summit Cave
(MTNF, Crawford County), a potential Indiana bat
site. Next day, Scott and Andrea accompanied by Brett
Painter (NPS) monitored a collection of six ONSR
caves (Rockhouse, Limestone, Rimstone, etc.) along
the Current River.
May 22: Two crews worked in Powder Mill Creek
Cave (M issouri Department of Conservation, Shannon
County). One party, Doug Baker, Andrea Croskrey,
George Bilbrey and Jim Kaufmann went to the far end
of this very long stream cave on a 17 hour trip and
mapped 150 ft. in small leads, completing the survey
of the fa r end of the cave. A second party, Scott
HOll se, Wade Baker and Matt Goska, checked high
leads in the nearer reaches, using an extension ladder.
Non e of the high leads led to significant passage.

May 23: Scott House and Jim Kaufmann went to
Bluff Cave (ONSR, Shannon County) to assess the
options for a cave gate.

May 25: Scott House and Dave Ashley took a
group of six Saint Louis University students into
Round Spring Cavern and did biological census in two
areas. On the same day, Scott, George, Jim and Andrea
hauled equipment up to Branson Cave in preparation
for construction of the gate. Gate construction was
completed over the next few days.
June 4: Jeff Crews, Graeme Stroker and Tim
Crews went to Merrill Cave (MTNF, Pulaski County)
to assess recent pot-hunting activities, which are extensive, and to do biological inventory.
June J J-12: On a trip to Buffalo National Scenic
River, Arkansas, four parties worked in Fitton Cave.
Scott House, Paul Hauck, Nathan Knight and Tina
Arriens began a resketch of the Schemerhom Shortcut,
completing 28 stations and sorting out some incompatibilities in the old data. Michael Carter and Mark
Gee resketched portions of the Fitton entrance room ,
setting additional spray shots as needed. Pete Lindsley,
Mike Freeman and Jeff Crews did resurvey in a crawl
leading to Lost Passage. There seems to be a good deal
of traffic-induced erosion of sediments in this area.
Finally, Pete Lindsley, Will Harris, Tina Arriens and
Wade Baker serviced the temperature data loggers.
Some loggers were downloaded, some removed, and
some new ones emplaced. The team exited via the Bat
Cave entrance.
There were two trips to Novak Spring Cave. Matt
Goska, Jeff Crews, Mike Pearson and Mark Gee began
a survey. The cave is joint-controlled, wet and somewhat flood-prone . The survey crew worked mainly on
side passages in the entrance area. The next day, Matt,
Wade, Mike and Will continued the survey, mapping a
side passage and continuing a short way up the main
stream, at which point the trip was abandoned when
thunder was heard outside.
June 23: On a return trip to McCormick Cave by
Mick Sutton and Conor Watkins, the biological survey
was continued into the farther reaches of the cave, and
the door on the old seismograph station was persuaded
to open, allowing an assessment of the condition of the
building and equipment (decrepit). We were later
joined by Sue Hagan, and began a resurvey, getting the
survey line to just beyond the big mess of junk in the
entrance area.
June 26: James Corsentino, Andy Free, Michael
Carter, Jon Beard and Matt Goska mapped 200 ft. in
Davis Cave no . 2 on the MTNF Rolla District, Pulaski
County .
July / 7: Mick, Sue and George went to North
Fork Bear Cave (MTNF, Ozark County) to continue
the survey. We completed the main stream passage
which quickly became a lot smaller, narrowing down
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considerably, though requiring mercifully little stream
crawling. After 300 ft., the stream split into two forks,
both emerging from small waterfalls with the continuations much too small. We also placed a tie station
on the ramp leading to a mazy upper-level complex in
preparation for the next trip.
July 31: Mick, Sue and George continued the biological inventory of Still Spring Cave, the longest cave
on the MTNF. This time, we covered Salamander Bypass as far as the Throne Room, and then went to Mud
Alley. The former was well-named, featuring large
numbers of adult grotto salamanders; the latter had a
richer diversity of terrestrial invertebrates than we had
seen so far in this cave.
August 6: There was a return trip to complete the
biological assessment of Onyx Cave, Pulaski County.
Mick Sutton, Sue Hagan and Jody Eberly (MTNF)
went to the end of the main stream passage. The main
fmding was a strong confirmation that the cave had
once been a major gray bat site, with literally tons of
old guano piles attesting to the past use. The wall
across the entrance prevents gray bats using the cave
today .
August 19: Scott House, Jim Kaufmann and Jessie
Bebb worked on gating Martin Cave, an important,
privately owned Indiana and gray bat hibernaculum
within the ONSR boundaries.
August 20: Jim, Jessie and Don Dunham worked
on gating Cookstove Cave, an Indiana bat hibernaculum on the Pioneer Forest in Shannon County.
August 21: Many crews were out on this day.
Scott and Don mapped 50 ft. long Tunnel Bluff Cave,
on the borderline between MTNF and ONSR (It is still
uncertain which side of the border the Tunnel Bluff
caves are on). Bob Osburn, Andy Lerch, Aaron
McLean and Jeff Hanna surveyed in Marvel Cave
(MDC, Shannon County), while Mick Sutton, Sue
Hagan and Denise Hill mapped and inventoried Possum Hollow Cave (MTNF, Ripley County), an unusual
spongework maze 365 ft. long. Terrestrial fauna in
Possum Hollow was diverse - one interesting observation was of a slimy salamander nursery in a remote
comer. Doug Baker, George Bilbrey, Jim Kaufmann
and Steve Irvine attempted to fmish the Powder Mill
survey, with a trip to polish off the two remaining
leads and do some resketch, all in the outer 4000 ft. of
the main passage. The leads - one dead end and a difficult to reach high level loop - were short. The
resketch effort, though, turned up another lead - a low
wet tributary at the back of a deep undercut, which had
not been previously noticed and will require a wet-suit
trip.

August 22: Bob Osburn, Don Dunham, Jeff Crews
and Amy Crews went to Branson Cave in ONSR During this trip and a follow up trip a week or so later, a
total of 1000 ft. of the main trunk was mapped.
September 17: A landmark was reached with the
fmal trip of the multi-year Powder Mill Creek Cave
survey. Doug Baker, George Bilbrey and Jim Kaufmann mapped the low tributary discovered on the August 21 trip. After 150 ft. of wet, muddy going, with
relief from one stand-up room, the passage pinched
out. Sketch enhancement and checking of stream undercuts was also completed, resulting in two more passages, one of them a 350 ft. long overflow route.
These were surveyed, giving a fmal length for Powder
Mill Creek Cave of 46,685ft (8.8 miles). On the same
day, Jeff Crews and party continued surveying in
Yancy Mills Cave (MTNF, Phelps County).
September 18: A large number of people worked
on Missouri Speleological Survey cave fIles at Rolla:
Scott House, Len Butts, Michael Carter, Jon Beard,
James Corsentino, Jeff Crews, Matt Goska, Andy free
and Steve Taylor.
September 19: Scott House, Joel Laws, Andy Free
and Gretchen Moore (MTNF) began a resurvey and
biological assessment of Merrell Cave, a fairly large
gray bat cave in Pulaski County .
On the same day, a large crew worked on Pittman
Cave (MTNF, Laclede County). James Corsentino,
Heather Levy and Matt Ludikowsy, mapped 300 ft. in
the vicinity of the Coliseum Room adding detail to the
Formation Forest. Two survey crews mapped a total of
500 ft. along the main trunk: I) Jon Beard, Bill Heime,
Bonnie Howard and Michael Carter; 2) Bob Lerch,
Dan Lamping and Kim Chiles. Meanwhile, Matt
Goska, Matt Sitzes and Ben Callahan surveyed 200 ft.
in a major side passage, working through low, muddy
watercrawls into an area with a deep meandering canyon . Biology notes were also taken. As usual, sculpin
and epigean crayfish were present in the main stream .
A black snake was seen swimming in the stream of the
side passage. Small clusters of colonial (probably
gray) bats were seen.
October 16: Sue and Mick taught elementary caving, with emphases on biology and conservation, at the
YMCA-sponsored Becoming an Outdoor Woman
course. This involved a short trip into Susan Cave (aka
Mud Cave) - highlight of the biology was the discovery of a small cluster (about 100) of Indiana bats.
October 23: There was a one-day trip to Fitton
Cave, Buffalo National Scenic River, Arkansas. Scott
House, Bill Steele, Diana Tomchick and Paul Hauck
mapped and resketched near the Schemerhorn Cutoff,
including a large breakdown room, and made a start on
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resketching The Leans. Matt Goska, Charles Brickey
and Michael Carter mapped and sketched a series of
leads in the entrance room area. They also found and
mapped several passages not noted on existing maps or
sketches. The longest of these was a 200 ft. long
crawlway loop within the entrance room. Another previously unrecorded passage was a complicated multilevel canyon below the Manhole. A third survey crew
consisting of James Corsentino, Andy Free and Ryan
Sitzes surveyed about 400 ft. in a complicated breakdown area in main Crystal Passage, the next big section east of the West Crystal Room .
October 23: Mick Sutton, Sue Hagan and George
Bilbrey started a survey of Sloan Cave (MTNF, Howard County). We mapped 500 ft., completing the large
entrance room and starting on a stream passage and its
first side passage. At least another 500 ft . of passage
remains for a follow-up trip.

November 13: Two parties continued the Fisher
Cave (Meramec State Park) survey. Scott House, Sue
Hagan, Tony Schmitt and Bob Osburn went to the
Hugh Dill Room water crawl, mapping through a low,
wet spot to complete the stream crawl survey and extend the survey into the Dill Room. About 2/3 of this
large room were mapped. Meanwhile, Mick Sutton,
Dan Lamping and Kim Chiles went to the Pit Crawl.
Dan did a solo descent and survey of the 30+ ft. deep
pit while Kim and Mick went back out and returned
with some essential equipment which had been neglected (thus getting to do the somewhat gnarly Pit
Crawl twice).
November 2 7: Andy Free did some ridgewalking
and obtained GPS locations for a cave in Fort Wood
(Pulaski County) and a collection of six caves, five of
them recent fmds, and one of them new, on the MTNF
Rolla District in Texas County.

Mammoth Cave: Thanksgiving, November 24-28, 2004
Expedition Leader, Paul Cannaley
Forty-two people attended all or part of the expedition, and we accomplished 554.9 feet of new survey
and 6,270.8 feet of resurvey. The weather was reasonably decent, and a good mix of people showed up.
On Thursday, Charles Fox took a group to
Henry's Dome to survey some side passages, check
leads, show the cartographer the route to the bottom of
Henry ' s Dome found at the October expedition, and
check the water situation at Albert's Domes to determine if a trip beyond there would be possible the next
day. They came back with 39.5 feet of survey, but
more importantly verified that the water wasn't bad
and they could in fact go back the following day.
Mick Sutton took a group to Salts Cave to tidy up
survey and resketch in the complex around R79. They
came back with almost 300 feet of survey.
Stan Sides and crew continued their work in
Stan ' s Well trying to get to the source of the waterfall
they could hear but not reach. They came tantalizingly
close but couldn' t get to it, and will have to return.
Karen Wi limes took a party to Roppel Cave to try
to connect to Hoover via the N survey. Their tight,
painful survey netted 63 feet of survey. They were
stopped by a frustrating obstacle, a chert dam only a
few inches thick, but with less than 6 inches of clearance.
Bob Gulden continued the resurvey of Great Onyx
and his group completed 349 feet of detailed resurvey
in Cox Avenue. Dave West also took a group to Great
Onyx to drop a 90-foot pit, but it was too wet - so they
traversed it instead to check out the nice lead on the
other side. The lead led quickly to another dome that

will require more hardware to continue. They surveyed 186 feet. Judy Ormeroid and crew surveyed
and sketched side passages off B23 and N7, coming
back with 206 feet of survey.
Everyone was out at a decent hour for a great
Thanksgiving Day dinner courtesy ofBuz Grover.
Buz's cooking was a tradition at this expedition for a
number of years, and we are glad to have him back
after a nine-year hiatus.
Everyone was a few pounds heavier after the
dinner, but caving went on anyway . On Friday Ed
Klausner took a group back to Albert's Dome to survey the promising lead they' d found the month before. Unfortunately it didn't pan out as hoped, but
Ed' s crew still came back with almost 200 feet of
new survey.
Paul Hauck took a hardy bunch into the narrow
confmes of Unknown Cave to continue cleaning up
leads from the north end back toward entrance.
Paul' s group came back with almost 300 feet of hard
fought survey.
Bob Gulden and crew spent another day in Great
Onyx and completed 423 feet of resurvey in Cox
Avenue.
Peter Zabrok took a team into Roppel to explore
and survey in the Tylenol Trail area. During their 21hour trip, in addition to surveying a number of leads,
they reshot several stations of the E survey for recalibrat ion and determined that the original survey may
be off as much as four degrees. Mick Sutton and his
crew surveyed 565 feet to complete the resurvey of
East Lexington A venue to Antimatter Dome.
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Dave West took a group and other stragglers to
Rillenkarren Pit on the north side of the Green River
that had been found on a previous ridge walk. After
the customary wandering to refind the entrance, a 30foot cable ladder was dropped into what turned out to
be a 55 foot drop! Another crew will have to come
back with more ladder or rope to bottom the nicelooking 15-foot diameter pit.
Charles Swedlund took a group into Gothic Avenue to continue work on his project to document historic drawings in the cave.
More caving was available on Saturday for those
willing to endure a third day . Bob Osburn took a party
into the T survey of Hawkins River to resketch the
trunk from the old T50 station about halfway from
Banana Pass up to the Morrison Junction Room. They
completed 1,613 feet of resurvey.
Mick Sutton took a team into Salts to replace an
inadequate survey of a low-level cut-around at the
Weller A venue junction. His group completed 544 feet
of resurvey.
Charles Swedlund and his crew were back at it in
Pensacola working on the historic drawings project.
They photographed a number of drawings such as a
man, a bird, and a cow. They also photographed some
prehistoric drawings with new lighting equipment that
they hope will reveal more detail.
Bob Lodge took a large group into Roppel to leap
frog survey in Freedom Trail, and came back with
1,055 feet of resurvey. Bob Gulden and team were

back at it in Cox Avenue of Great Onyx, and got another 164 feet of resurvey done. Dave West took another group into Great Onyx to survey a sand crawl
and came back with over 830 feet of resurvey .
Special thanks to Buz Grover for his hard work as
camp manager and the great food he prepared. It was
great to have him back, and hopefully next time he can
go caving as well! Monica Cannaley and Rick Hoechstetter also made big contributions in the kitchen, and
most everyone chipped in with cleaning and helping
out. We had a great group of people and everything
ran pretty smoothly.
Henry's Dome - I) Charles Fox, Ed Klausner, Steve Ornleroid,
Elizabeth Miller; 2) Ed Klausner, Charles Fox, Elizabeth Miller,
Steve Ormeroid; Salts Cave - I) Mick Sutton, Sue Hagan, Ann
Basted, Doug Alderman; 2) Mick Sutton, Karen Willmes, Judy
Ormeroid, Steve Ormeroid; Great Onyx - I) Bob Gulden, Dusty
Gulden, Hannah Klausner; 2) Dave West, Peter Zabrok, Peter
Basted; 3) Judy Ormeroid, Veda DePaepe, Bruce Hatcher; 4) Bob
Gulden, Dusty Gulden, Daniel Greger, Veda DePaepe; 5) Bob Gulden, Dusty Gulden, Veda DePaepe; 6) Dave West, Charles Fox, Ed
Klausner; Stan's WeD - Stan Sides, Rick Olson, Gary Berdeaux,
Jonas Bystrom, Norman Warnell; Roppel Cave - I) Karen Willmes ,
Heather Levy, Miles Drake; 2) Peter Zabrok, Heather Levy, Miles
Drake, Jonas Bystrom; 3) Mick Sutton, Sue Hagan, Peter Basted; 4)
Bob Lodge, Rick Hoechstetter, Chris Hoechstetter, Peter Basted,
Matt Mezydlo, Daniel Gregor; Unknown Cave - Paui Hauck , Matt
Mezydlo, Joyce Hoffmaster, Judy Ormeroid; Rillenkarren Pit Dave West, Karen Willmes, Bob Osburn, Hannah Klausner; Documentation of Historic and Prehistoric Drawings - 1) Charles
Swedlund, Richard Young, Mary Vermillion, Dave Spence; 2)
Charles Swedlund, Mary Vermillion, Richard Young, Dave Spence;
Hawkins River - Bob Osburn, Rick Olson, Joyce Hoffmaster,
Heather Levy .

Mammoth Cave: New Year's, December 30, 2004 - January 2, 2005
Expedition Leader, Charles Fox
Thirty-four people attended all or part of the expedition, and we accomplished 619.5 feet of new survey
and 1,567.8 feet of resurvey, as well as a lot of ridgewalking in support of the small caves inventory project. We had exceptionally fme weather, even though it
rained, it was warm. Given that the expedition was
sandwiched between two weekends with snow and/or
ice storms in the Midwest, we have nothing to complain about. A great group of people showed up, and
pitching in and helping out was the order of the day.
On Friday, Charles Swedlund took a group consisting of Mary Vermillion, Richard Young, and David
Spence into EI Ghor to continue work on the project to
document historic drawings in the cave. They got as
far as Ole Bull's Concert Hall before running out of
time.
Rick Olson led John Feil, Ann Kensler, and Andy
Free to Lucy's Dome to continue work in the M survey. Rick described the M survey beyond M25 as being "what you might call dimensionally challenged."

Dan Gregor led Judy Ormeroid, Steve Ormeroid, and
Dave Matteson the other way in the same area,
wisely not following Rick Olson's group into the M
survey. Dan and company headed for the K and L
survey area and began both a KL and a Z survey.
The ample airflow indicates that both of these passages have potential to do great things.
Dave West scrubbed a Hidden River trip due to
the rainy weather and took Karen Wi limes and John
DeLong into Great Onyx instead. They continued the
resurvey of the old Delta survey to the G survey and
beyond. When they arrived at G 18 or so, they discovered that to continue would require a belly crawl
in the stream, something they were not dressed for in
what was supposed to be a "dry" passage. Next, they
surveyed an unsurveyed side dome series, and closed
a loop back to HA I through more unsurveyed passage.
Bob Lodge led Shanna Borden and Bruce
Hatcher into Roppel Cave to get a tie shot connect-
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Survey training in Mammoth Cave during the New
Year's expedition. Photo by John DeLong.

ing the Freedom Trail survey with the Freedom Hall
survey, plus put in 10 stations of an F survey until the
loss of their only protractor became a problem.
Matt Goska and Joyce Hoffmaster went ridge
walking in Cotton Gin Hollow (northwest Joppa
Ridge) and successfully relocated and obtained GPS
locations on five small caves for the small cave inventory .
On Saturday, more caving was available for those
who weren't too thoroughly trashed by Friday's
Lucy' s Dome trips . Tom Brucker took Elizabeth
Winkler, John DeLong, and Jackie Wheet into Unknown via the Austin Entrance and put in a respectable
1,005.3 feet of survey in the Rope Pit area.
Karen Wi limes led Joyce Hoffmaster and Heather
Levy into a small lead off the canyon below Montie's
Pass in Mammoth Cave. Their main objective was a
tiny hole moving a lot of air that had gone unchecked
for months for the lack of three people on an expedition small enough to fit into it. The lead soon led to a
crack on the floor too small for even this group, so
they dropped a note into the larger passage they could
see below in the hope that someone would find a back
way in . Several other small leads they checked also
pinched out, leading Karen to observe that "now we
know how big people feel when they don't fit."
Charles Fox discovered that Karen and company,
while willing to push the small lead, didn't know how
to find it. He managed to coerce Dan Greger, Steve
Orrmeroid, and John Feil into taking a walk in the
cave to lead Karen and company to their lead. Mission
accomplished, they returned to camp. Dave West led
Pete Rogers and Sheila Sands into Great Onyx Cave.

They added another 10 stations to the G survey in Cox
Avenue before sketcher burnout set in.
Andy Free led a party consisting of Shanna Borden and Rick Toomey into Gentry Cave. They immediately realized that this cave traps cold air to the point
where it was too miserable to continue with a belly
crawl in water, so they bagged the trip and returned to
camp. Gentry needs to be done in the July heat.
Upon arriving back in camp and unwilling to have
come all the way from Arizona for 15 minutes in a
cave, Rick Toomey assembled a party made up of
Shanna Borden, Andy Free, and Dan Gregor (who
came back to life after stretching his legs in Mammoth). They headed for Roppel Cave so that Rick
could inspect something dead at Roppel Junction.
Stan Sides, Gordon Smith, Gary Berdeaux, and
Norman Warnell all dropped into Stan's Well to see
what was beyond their last section of newly improved
passage. They dropped into real cave and found yet
another place to dig, although this one can probably be
dealt with by use of a shovel. Major wind was blowing
here.
Matt Goska went ridge walking in Hunt's Sink
and northward to find and obtain GPS locations on
three caves. He found eight caves instead.
Bob Lodge and Bruce Hatcher went ridge walking
in Deer Park Hollow and made a good start on relocating several small caves in that area.
We had a great group of people and everything
ran amazingly well. Everyone was wonderful, helpful
and pitched in to make this a successful expedition.
My special thanks go to my wife, Shirley, who ran the
kitchen and lived with me through the weeks leading
up to the expedition without killing me. And special
kudos to Matt Gotska who got up at 5 a.m. every day
to help cook breakfast and was otherwise more than
helpful at all times and really went above and beyond.
Lucy's Dome - I) Rick Olson, John Feil, Ann Kessler, Andy Free;
2) Dan Greger, Steve Ormeroid, Dave Matteson, Judy Ormeroid;
Documentation of Historic and Prehistoric Drawings - Charles
Swedlund, Mary Vermillion, Richard Young, David Spence; Great
Onyx Cave - I) Dave West, Karen Willmes, John DeLong; 2) Dave
West, Sheila Sands, Pete Rogers; Roppel Cave - I) Bob Lodge,
Shanna Borden, Bruce Hatcher; 2) Roppel Cave - Rick Toomey,
Shanna Borden, Andy Free, Daniel Greger; Cotton Gin HollowMatt Goska, Joyce Hoffmaster; Rope Pit Trail - Tom Brucker, John
Delong, Elizabeth Winkler, Jackie Wheet; Montie's Pass - I) Karen
Willmes, Joyce Hoffmaster, Heather Levy; 2) Charles Fox, Dan
Greger, Steve Orrmeroid, John Feil; Gentry Cave - Andy Free,
Shanna Borden, Rick Toomey; Stan's Well- Stan Sides, Gordon
Smith, Gary Berdeaux, Norman Warnell; Hunt's Sink - Matt
Goska; Deer Park Hollow - Bob Lodge, Bruce Hatcher.
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Bill Austin's and Jim Lehrberger's signatures in the
Turner-Mather area of Mammoth Cave. Photo by
John DeLong.

Tom Brucker observes a gypsum formation in the
Turner-Mather area of Mammoth Cave. Photo by
John DeLong.

Mammoth Cave: President's Day, February 17-21,2005
Expedition Leader, Scott House
The expedition went very well and was highly
productive. Something in excess of 45 people were
part of the expedition in one way or another. More or
less, 17 "parties" ventured forth.
On Friday, Bob Osburn, Aaron Addison, and I
visited DSRM for meetings. Aaron gave an excellent
presentation/closeout of the control point project. It
would take several pages to share all that Aaron (and
Bob) have done on this project but the results were
impressive. The park now has important new tools for
cave and resource management and CRF cartography
will get a few bucks for equipment needs as well.
Thanks also go to all the cartographers who helped
with this.
Michael Carter, Ann Bosted and Peter Bosted
went to Martin Cave in the park, where they did a fine
job of photo-documenting that cave's features . Impressive results!
Ed Klausner took Charles Fox, Boris Hysek, and
Heather Levy to Cleaveland Avenue and environs
where they worked on crossing off old leads. They put
in about 410 feet of resurvey as well.
On Saturday, a large group of people went to
Rope and Pits off of Turner A venue beyond Argo
Junction. This was a resurvey effort to replace old surveys from the 1960s. Tom Brucker, Andrea Croskrey,
Dan Lamping, and Michael Freeman dropped Orange
Pit and tied the line into old Candelight River surveys.
John DeLong, Ben Miller, Boris Hysek, and Bruce
Hatcher put in 500 feet of resurvey in the old Q survey
while Paul Cannaley, Spike Crews, and Kim Chiles
did several hundred feet of mostly cut-around surveys
in the same passage. This was a hard 19+ hour trip, but
they managed to get a lot of newer survey placed and

also introduced a bunch of younger cavers to the
route out there.
Matt Mezydlo, Bill Koerschner, John Fiel, Jon
Gramp, and Peter Bosted took a long trip into the
Freedom Trail area ofRoppel, putting in over 500
feet of survey, mostly new. Some new leads were
located as well, which will need survey on a future
trip.
Ed Klausner took Matt Goska, Dan Gregor, and
Charles Fox into a side passage off of Silliman Avenue in Mammoth where they resketched an area and
continued a resurvey for some distance. They also
looked, unsuccessfully, for a rock with flagging tape
that had been dropped into passages unknown during
the previous expedition.
Michael Carter, Roger Smith, Jackie Wheet, and
Ann Bosted photo-documented chunks of Silliman
Avenue from Cascade Hall back to the Stern of the
Great Western . Nice work.
Bob Osburn and I obtained new GPS readings at
various entrances to check for major blunders in entrance locations.
Rick Olson, Joyce Hoffmaster, and Amy Crews
poked away at leads in Historic Mammoth, mapping
virgin cave within earshot of the tour trail. (And people ask if it's all been found .)
Dave West, Karen Willmes, and Aaron Addison
dropped Rillenkarren Pit on the North Side and
found, as is usual, that it did not continue. They surveyed it for 63 feet, mostly straight down.
On Sunday, Peter Bosted took Rick and Chris
Hoechstetter into Roppel where they reshot and
resketched the Anti-Matter Dome, following that up
with new and newer survey in some nearby areas.
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Michael Carter, Ben Miller, and Boris Hysek
spent several hours photo-documenting place names
from the Giants Coffin out Pensacola Avenue in Historic Mammoth . Pictures look good and can be used
with the Gazetteer or on maps .
Ed Klausner, Charles Fox, Matt Goska, and
Heather Levy went to the Henry's Domes area of Historic Mammoth to continue sorting this multi-level
area out. They put in nearly 200 feet of new survey in
an area of Mammoth that has been looked at for a long
time .
Rick Olson took Dick and Kevin Market into Historic Mammoth where they pushed on an upper lead. It
proved to be hazardous and the crew retreated to
Scotchman's Trap where they put in new survey (off
the tour trail!) in a short passage that not only ties to
Lively's Way but includes a squat transformer in the
middle of previously unsurveyed passage.
Dave West, Karen Willmes, and Amy Crews went
to Abo Avenue off of Jessup Avenue in Historic Mammoth where they continued a resurvey of a passage
heading south into terra incognita. The original survey
books were lost years ago so we really have little idea
where this passage goes. And there is lots more of it
beyond the 560 feet that they redid .
A bunch of other work got done that perhaps
many people never see. Jim Greer came and worked
with Bob Osburn and me on Walls data and Illustrator
complexities . Kevin Downs brought big sets of Walls
data from the Bishops Domes and Cocklebur regions
of Mammoth .
Tom Brucker and 1 worked long and hard on finding errors in Historic Mammoth data; ditto with Spike
Crews, Tom , and 1 on Unknown Cave data. Bob and
Matt Goska worked on protocols for putting data and
scanned books on servers, and Bob and Aaron worked
for a great long time on improving the control points
data and getting maps properly registered. Dave West,
Charles Fox, and others worked on getting the scanner
working after which Bob Osburn and Phil DiBlasi
scanned books.

Major thanks to:
Phil DiBlasi and Jan Hemberger for being excellent camp managers (I would not try it again without
them) . Rick Olson who brought the keys to camp, Bob
Osburn for many cartographic and cooking tasks, Michael Carter for organizing the keys and passes each
day, Boris Hysek, Heather Levy, Goska, Fox, Klausner, et al for helping around camp in a hundred different ways, Joyce Hoffmaster for being Joyce---always
agreeable and cooperative no matter what additional
burdens we place on her, all the new cavers whose
enthusiasm and attitudes were an inspiration to all, and
Tommy Brucker for inspiring them .

Apologies:
To those I barked at, even if you really needed it.
And the whip only had to come out once .. .
Martin Cave - Michael Carter, Peter Bosted, Ann Bosted; Surface
GPS - I) Bob Osburn, Aaron Addison; 2) Scott House, Bob Osburn;
Cleaveland Avenue - Ed Klausner, Boris Hysek, Heather Levy,
Charles Fox; Roppel Cave - I) Bill Koerschner, Matt Mezydlo,
John Feil, Jon Gramp, Peter Bosted; 2) Peter Bosted, Rick Hoechstetter, Chris Hoechstetter; Photo-documentation - I) Michael
Carter, Ann Bosted, Roger Smith, Jackie Wheel; 2) Michael Carter,
Ben Miller, Boris Hysek; SiUiman Avenue - Ed Klausner, Charles
Fox, Matt Goska, Daniel Greger; Historic - I) Rick Olson, Joyce
Hoffmaster, Amy Crews; 2) Rick Olson, Dick Market, Kevin Market; Rope & Pits - I) John DeLong, Ben Miller, Boris Hysek, Bruce
Hatcher; 2) Paul Cannaley, Kim Childs, Jeffrey (Spike) Crews; 3)
Tom Brucker, Dan Lamping, Michael Freeman, Andrea Croskrey;
RiUenkllrren Pit - Dave West, Karen Willmes, Aaron Addison;
Henry's Dome - Ed Klausner, Charles Fox, Matt Goska, Heather
Levy; Abo Avenue - Dave West, Karen Willmes , Amy Crews.

El i z ab e th Wi n kl er hands c am e r a box up
to Da v e West an d Ri ch a r d Rubi n n ea r
the Ha l l o f Mi s t s i n the Be dqui l t sec t ion o f Mammoth Cave (st at i on C2 0 ).
Ph oto b y Pe te r Bo st ed .
William Payne sent this from Richard "Red" Watson:
ALPINE KARST, Vol. 1, consists of 130 pages,
8 1/2 by 11 , paperback, with a color cover, many black
and white photos, maps, and cross-sections, plus three
fold-out cave maps . It is available from Cave Books
for $17, postage paid. Sales have been far beyond
expectations. We have material for three more volumes already.
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With Your Help, Cave Research Foundation can do more!
Contributions to CRF
Among the benefits of being a part of the Cave Research Foundation are opportunities to work in caves
and karst areas that are generally off-limits to recreational or non-project caving, and to participate in the
Foundation ' s various research and survey/exploration projects both nationally and internationally. Other
benefits include a quarterly newsletter, a CRF address manual, both provided free of charge, and a discount when staying at the Hamilton Valley Research Station. However, Cave Research Foundation
would like to be able to do so much more. With this thought in mind, the CRF Board and Operations
Council have instituted a Monetary Contributions option. Those who participate in this option can specify where they would like their monetary contributions to be spent.
Annual contribution categories are as follows:
CRF Sponsoring Contributor :> $100, CRF Sustaining Contributor: >$50

CRF Contributor: $25-$50

For those individuals who are currently not a part of the Cave Research Foundation, monetary contributions are welcomed and they will be gratefully acknowledged as Friends of CRF.
Contributions can be directed to the following funds.

Hamilton Valley Maintenance fund : Though we try to keep our user fee to a minimum, user fees had
to be raised (to $9.00/day) due to the increase in insurance premiums. Our goal is to build this fund to a
point where building/land expenses would be covered by the interest earned on the maintenance fund.
This is a long-term fund raising project but one that would be of great benefit to CRF.
Endowment Fund: CRF has an endowment fund that generates enough money to provide monies for
the CRF Fellowship and Grants programs. Each year, CRF solicits research proposals from graduate
students both nationally and internationally. The best proposals are awarded anywhere from $500 to
$3500. The number and size of awards made depend on how much interest this fund earns each year.
International Exploration Fund: This fund has been used to assist with CRF and CRF-related international expeditions including China and Malaysia. We would like to be able to develop this fund to a
point where more financial support can be available to CRF members attending international expeditions
that are sponsored by CRF.
GIS Resource Development Program: In 1997, recognizing that GIS technology was rapidly becoming one of the most effective approaches to cave and karst resource management, the Cave Research
Foundation established a GIS Resource Development Program. The goal of the program is to assist CRF
personnel, federal agency staff, and other researchers in accessing and using spatial data, GIS applications, and other software tools for the purpose of cave and karst resource management. A longer term
goal is to use GIS to develop a collective knowledge and support base for cave conservation, protection
and management
Educational Resource Development Program: This is a newly established program whose aim it is
to make information about cave and karst resources more widely available through the development of
audiovisual and multimedia educational materials. Hardware and software, using digital video, digital
still and computer graphics and animation packages are available to create presentations that can be ren-
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dered in standard VHS, CD-ROM, and World Wide Web fonnats. The program has two primary goals:
1) The development and dissemination of educational resources (primarily multimedia and audiovisual)
and, 2) the provision of assistance to federal agencies who want to create interpretive exhibits and displays for the general public. Projects are currently being developed.

General Fund: This fund covers the general expenses of the Foundation including publishing and
mailing of Newsletters and membership lists, website and general operating expenses for running the
foundation on a National Level.
Operations Areas Funds: Each operation area has its own fund that is used to cover the expenses of
running expeditions, providing supplies, equipment and gear, and in some cases meals. Each operation
area oversees various projects and activities in support of their work for the agencies with whom they
deal with. As each operation area functions differently so their funding needs also differ. One can specify their dues contribution to the following Operations Areas:
Eastern Operations (EO) (Mammoth Cave Kentucky & Cumberland Gap)
Ozark Operation Area (OZ) (various projects in Missouri and Arkansas.)
Southwest Operation area (SW) (Carlsbad Caverns and Fort Stanton in New Mexico)
SEKI Operation Area (SEKI) (Sequoia and Kings Canyon National Parks, California)
Lava Beds Operation Area (LABEL) (Lava Beds National Monument, California)

Contributions to CRF -2005
NAME: ___________________

o

CRF Sponsoring Contributor: >$100

o

CRF Sustaining Contributor: >$50

Please choose which fund/or funds you would like
to direct your contributions. Indicate $ amount either for one fund or you can split your donation
amongst severaL
___Hamilton Va Dey Maintenance
___Endowment
___International Exploration

o

CRF Contributor: $25-$50

___GIS Resource Development Program

Contributions may be to tax deductible based
on IRS code 50 I (c)(3), check with your tax
advisor.

__Educational Resource Development Program

Send check or money order to:

__Operation Areas

Roger Smith
CRF Treasurer
3669 Singleton Terrace
Frederick, MD 21704

__General Fund

Circle one: SEKI, EO, LADE, OZ, SW
__Other
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2005 EXPEDITION CALENDAR
Before attending any expedition, you must contact the expedition leader as trip sizes may be limited . Failure to
contact the leader may prevent you from attending the expedition as the trip may be full.

3860,

ADDRESS CORRECTIONS
If you have changed phone number (i.e., area
code split), e-mail address, or have moved, please
send your information to:
Phil DiBlasi
POBox 126
Louisville, KY 40201-0126

THE CRF WEBSITE
www.cave-research.org
Contact your operations manager for the user
id and password for the members-only section
of the site.

CAVE BOOKS

Publications Affiliate of the Cave Research Foundation
ISBN ' 0-939748

\V\NW cayebQQks com

CAVE BOOKS Publications
Bold identifies NEW publications

Bridgemon &
Lindsley
Bullitt
Casteret
Chevalier
Collins, H. &
Lehrberger
Conn & Conn
Courbon et al.
Crowther et al.
Davidson & Bishop
DeJoly
Despain

Exley
Farr
Farr
Heslop
Lawrence &
Brucker
McConnell

7.95 pb
Rambles in Mammoth Cave
6.95
Ten Years Under the Earth
11 .95
Subterranean Climbers
7.95
The Life and Death of Floyd
Collins
14.95 hb, 10.95
The Jewel Cave Adventure
11 .95
Atlas: Great Caves of the World
20.00
The Grand Kentucky Junction
12.95
Wildemess Resources, MCNP
3.00
Memoirs of a Speleologist 10.95 hb, 7.95
Hidden Beneath the Mountains:
The Caves of Sequoia and
Kings Canyon National Parks
12.95
Cavems Measureless to Man
125.00 ltd ed, 32.95 hb, 21 .95
The Darkness Beckons
37.95
Darkness Beckons: Supplement
4.25
The Art of Caving
9.95
The Caves Beyond
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pb
pb
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hb
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10.95 pb
19.95 hb, 10.95

Moore & Sullivan
Northup et al.

Nymeyer
Olson

Emergence, a novel
pb
Speleology: Caves and the Cave
Environment
21 .95 hb, 15.95
A Guide to Speleological Literature
of the English Language 1794- 1996
34.95 hb, 24.95
Carlsbad, Caves, and a Camera
11 .95

Prehistoric Cavers of
Mammoth Cave

Olson & Hanion
Palmer
Reames et al.

Sides
Steele
Watson, P.
Watson. R.
Watson, R. et al.
Willmes

South China Caves

pb

pb
pb

6.95 pb
7.95 pb

Scary Stories of Mammoth Cave
A Geological Guide to Mammoth
Cave National Park
7.95
Deep Secrets: The Discovery and
Exploration of Lechuguilla Cave
32.95 hb, 24.95
Guide to Surface Trails of
Mammoth Cave National Park
5.95
Yochib: The River Cave
10.95
Archeology of the Mammoth
Cave Area
24.95
Caving
3.00
CRF Origins and the First Twelve
Years 1957-1968
12.00
CRF Personnel Manual
10.00

pb

pb
pb
pb
pb
pb
pb
pb

CRF ANNUAL REPORTS & PIN
CRF
CRF
CRF
CRF
CRF
CRF
CRF

1974 - Hi78
1975 - 1976
1977 - 1980
1981 - 1993
1994 - 1997
1998 - 2000

Annual
Annual
Annual
Annual
Annual
Annual

Reports
Reports
Reports
Reports
Reports
Reports

CRF PIN (3/4" diameter, enameled)
* = one volume

15.00
3.00
4.00
5.00
10.00
10.00
5.00

Carlsbad Cavems
Kaemper Map of Mammoth Cave (ca . 1908)
Lee Cave, Mammoth Cave National Park
Mammoth Cave Map Card
Mammoth Cave Poster Map
Mammoth Cave Poster Map (Col/ector's Edition)
Ogle Cave , Carlsbad Cavems N.P.
Slaughter Canyon Cave, Carlsbad Cavems N.P.
Eighth Intemational Congress Poster (1981)

pb*
pb ea.
pb ea.
pbe'a.
pb*
pb*

2.00
3.00
4.00
1.50
3.00
25 .00
1.50
1.50
2.00

Other Publishers
Ackerman
Anderson
Black

The Moon by Whale Light
Cave Exploring
I Don't Play Golf

19.95 hb
3.00 pb
12.95 hb

SAN ' 216-7220

Borden & Brucker
Brucker &
R. Watson
Callot, F.-M. & Y.
Carstens &
P. Watson
Culver et al.

Rey 1105

Beyond Mammoth Cave 59.95 hb, 26.95
The Longest Cave (new edition)
24.95 hb, 17.95
Photographier So us Terre
20.00
Of Caves and Shell Mounds

pb
pb
hb

28.95 pb

Adaptation and Natural
Selection in Caves
39.95
Dasher
On Station
17.00
Faulkner
The Prehistoric Native American
Art of Mud Glyph Cave
11 .95
Faust
Saltpetre Mining in Mammoth
Cave
5.95
Finkel
Adequate Earth, poems
5.95
Finkel
Going Under/Endurance, poems
9.95
Fletcher
The Man from the Cave
9.50
George
Mummies, Catacombs, and
Mammoth Cave
16.50
George
Mummies of Short Cave, KY
4.50
George
New Madrid Earthquake at
Mammoth Cave
3.00
George
Prehistoric Mummies from the
Mammoth Cave Area
10.95
George
Saltpeter & Gunpowder
Manufacturing in Kentucky
3.00
Griffin
Listening in the Dark (Bats)
6.00
Halliday
Floyd Collins of Sand Cave
4.95
Hemple & Conover On Call
28.00
Hill
Geology of Carlsbad Cavems
15.00
Hill & Forti
Cave Minerals of the World
70.00
Kerbo
Batwings and Spider Eyes
8.00
Klimchouk et al.
Speleogenesis
60.00
Kurten
The Cave Bear Story
9.95
Kurten
Single Tusk: A Novel of the
Ice Age
14.95
Long
Rock Jocks, Wall Rats, and
Hang Dogs
11 .00
Matthews
Cumberland Cavems
8.95
McClurg
Adventure of Caving
14.95
McEachem &
Corps of Engineers Inventory and
Grady
Evaluation, Calveras County, CA 3.00
Murray & Brucker Trapped! The Floyd Collins Story 19.00
Noswat
Maws: Death in Big Cave National
Monument
3.00
Nowak
Walker's Bats of the World
19.95
NSF
Ensueno Cave Study
5.00
NSF
Fountain N.P . Study
5.00
NSS
Ogle Cave Symposium
3.00
Padgett & Smith
On Rope
30.00
Prosser & Grey
Cave Diving Manual
25.00
Rea
Caving Basics
10.00
Rother, H. & C.
Lost Caves of SI. Louis
9.95
Siffre
Les Animaux des Gouffres
et des Cavemes
7.95
Sloane
Cavers, Caves and Caving
9.95
Speleo Projects
Lechuguilla, Jewel of the
Underground
56.00
Steward
Tales of Dirt, Danger , and
Darkness
8.95
Stone & Ende
Beyond the Deep
26.95
Taylor
Cave Passages
15.00
Taylor
Dark Life
12.00 hb, 11 .00
Tumer
The Vampire Bat
10.00
Valli & Summers
Shadow Hunters: The Nest
Gatherers of Tiger Cave
24.95
Watson, P.
Prehistory of Salts Cave
9.95
Williams
Blue Crystal, a novel
19.95
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ORDERING INFORMATION

Send Orders To:
CAVE BOOKS, 4700 Amberwood Dr., Dayton, OH 45424
E-mail orders :
m
Make checks payable to: CAVE BOOKS
Postage & Handling: $3.00 for the first book, $.75 for each
additional book. $3 .00 for one to ten maps or map cards rolled in
one tube. (Outside USA - double p ostage).

